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The Dubai International Air Chiefs Conference is one of the largest and most important gatherings of 
air force leaders and industry counterparts anywhere in the world, representing a unique opportunity 
for the regional and international community of air force and air defense decision-makers to gather 
and discuss the latest emerging developments in strategy, operations, tactics, and technology.
 
Held under the patronage of His Highness Sheikh Mohammad bin Rashid Al Maktoum, Vice Presi-
dent, Prime Minister and Minister of Defense of the UAE, and Ruler of Dubai, and hosted by the UAE 
Air Force and Air Defense, the 9th Dubai International Air Chiefs Conference (DIAC 2019) will take 
place at Marriott Marquis Hotel Dubai, on November 16, 2019.
 
Building on eight highly successful editions, DIAC 2019 will focus on the need for tomorrow’s air force 
to be more agile and adaptive in its capabilities and response to an increasingly diverse array of 
regional and global threats. The future of Air Power will be dictated by our ability to quickly and seam-
lessly transition between intensity and domains by optimizing and synchronizing current capabilities 
of 3rd, 4th, and 5th generation manned and unmanned systems. 
 
DIAC 2019 will offer a series of selected discussions spanning the spectrum of conflict while analyzing 
the future requirements and requisite technologies necessary to operate in a new, more lethal, 
Anti-Access/Aerial Denial (A2/AD) operational environment. In addition, DIAC 2019 will examine 
what future role Artificial Intelligence (AI) technology can play in preparing for and transitioning 
forces from low intensity, permissive conflicts to high intensity, contested, multi-domain operations. 
By harnessing the predictive and proactive powers of Artificial Intelligence (AI), establishing a more 
capable and dynamic Multi-Domain C2 (MDC2) architecture, and leveraging current advances in 
Virtual Reality (VR), we can achieve a more adaptive and agile form of Air Power required of tomor-
row’s air force.
 
DIAC offers extensive networking opportunities to industry partners for reaching out to and engaging 
with existing and prospective customers. With its prestige and size, DIAC 2019 is a gathering not to 
be missed for anyone in the regional defense aerospace community.
 
With a range of sponsorship packages available, DIAC 2019 values and counts on the support of key 
industry partners for demonstrating their support and participation as well as enabling the strong 
industrial component in DIAC 2019 as strategic partners. Sponsoring DIAC 2019 can also provide an 
ability for industry partners to project their brand and message before a high-density of 
decision-makers from around the world, thereby raising their profile in unique and highly impactful 
ways. 



Platinum Sponsor
DIAC 2019 has only one, exclusive slot for “Platinum Sponsor.” The “Platinum Sponsor” for DIAC is its leading 
sponsor, reflecting its position in the market and as a partner for its Air Force and Air Defense customers. Various 
exclusive benefits come together to create a package that enables the “Platinum Sponsor” to stand out 
prominently from its competitors, using the size, scale, and prestige of an event like DIAC to reach out to key 
customers in the UAE, GCC and much more widely given the breadth of international participation it regularly 
secures.  As “Platinum Sponsor” you can achieve brand exposure and market positioning in the most impactful 
ways possible.

� Pre-event features will include your corporate logo on all event-related materials, exclusively under the title of “Platinum 
Sponsor” 

� Where your logo is used with that of other sponsors, it will be at least 1.5 times larger than that of Gold Sponsors to 
emphasize your support and importance as the leading sponsor

� Your logo on the DIAC webpages will be hyperlinked to any URL of your choice
� Your logo will be included in all remaining media adverts and marketing campaign as “Platinum Sponsor”
� We will provide you the opportunity to provide one customized message to the event mailing list before the event
� Your logo will be featured exclusively as a sponsor on any invitation cards (except for the Gala Dinner, where it will be 

featured together with the Gala Dinner Sponsor)
� We will provide you with participating delegation, industry and media lists when they are ready
� You will have the exclusive right to provide branded lanyards for all participants at the event
� Your logo will feature most prominently on the stage backdrop, exclusively under the title of “Platinum Sponsor”
� Your logo will feature most prominently on the conference book, exclusively under the title of “Platinum Sponsor”
� You will exclusively receive a double-page spread or two full pages for your advert in the conference book
� Your logo will feature exclusively on all delegate badges as “Platinum Sponsor”
� Your logo will feature on all event branding in the conference networking area where sponsors are included, such as on 

pop-ups, foam-boards, roll-ups, moonlight cubes, and the interview backdrop
� You will be provided a space of 5 meters by 2 meters in the location of your preference in the networking area for a 

table-top stand
� You will be allowed to bring in and position up to 8 roll-ups at your stand and around the venue, in  consultation with us
� We will provide you with media engagement support, by not only providing you with media lists but encouraging media 

to feature you in their coverage and through making introductions when possible for interview and media interaction
� Your role as “Platinum Sponsor” will be acknowledged and thanked for by Master of Ceremony at the event
� You will have the exclusive right to present a gift to the Chief Guest at the event at the opening of the event before the 

full audience
� You will have the right to offer delegates event souvenirs
� You will be provided a guaranteed slot to moderate a main session
� You will be provided the opportunity to offer concluding and thank you remarks at end of the event (maximum 5 minute 

length)
� You will be provided eight complimentary passes, including one VIP pass providing access to the VIP Majlis and seating 

on the Head VIP table during lunch and the Gala Dinner 
� You will be provided access to an executive Room for meetings
� You will be provided a reserved table for your delegates at lunch and at the Gala Dinner



Gold Sponsor
DIAC 2019 has only three spaces for “Gold Sponsors.” “Gold Sponsors” are able to take advantage of numerous 
benefits to stand out prominently from its competitors and provide opportunities for brand exposure, customer 
engagement, and market positioning. “Gold Sponsors” are able to use the size, scale, and prestige of an event like 
DIAC to reach out to key customers in the UAE, GCC and much more widely given the breadth of international 
participation it regularly secures in support of developing key customer relationships.

� Pre-event features will include your corporate logo on all event-related materials, under the title of “Gold Sponsor” 

� Where your logo is used with that of other sponsors, it will be at least 1.5 times larger than that of Silver Sponsors to 
emphasize your support and importance as a Gold sponsor

� Your logo on the DIAC webpages will be hyperlinked to any URL of your choice

� Your logo will be included in all remaining media adverts and marketing campaign as “Gold Sponsor”

� We will provide you with participating delegation, industry and media lists when they are ready

� Your logo will feature prominently on the stage backdrop under the title of “Gold Sponsor”

� Your logo will feature prominently on the conference book under the title of “Gold Sponsor”

� You will receive a full page for your advert in the conference book

� Your logo will feature on all event branding in the conference networking area where sponsors are included, such as on 
pop-ups, foam-boards, roll-ups, moonlight cubes, and the interview backdrop

� You will be provided a space of 3 meters by 2 meters in the location of your preference (on a first come first served 
basis) in the networking area for a table-top stand

� You will be allowed to bring in and position up to 6 roll-ups at your stand and around the venue, in  consultation with us

� We will provide you with media engagement support, by not only providing you with media lists but encouraging media 
to feature you in their coverage and through making introductions when possible for interview and media interaction

� Your role as “Gold Sponsor” will be acknowledged and appreciated by Master of Ceremony at the event

� You will have the right to offer delegates event souvenirs

� You may be provided a slot to moderate a main session, subject to availability

� You will be provided five complimentary passes, including one VIP pass providing access to the VIP Majlis and seating 
on the Head VIP table during lunch and the Gala Dinner 

� You will be provided access to an executive Room for meetings

� You will be provided a reserved table for your delegates at lunch and at the Gala Dinner



Associate Sponsor
DIAC 2019 has up to five spaces for “Associate Sponsor.”  “Associate Sponsors” are able to take advantage of 
numerous benefits for brand exposure, customer engagement, and market positioning. “Associate Sponsor” 
are able to use various benefits in support of developing key customer relationships and raising their profile 
among a high density of air power decision-makers with great effectiveness.
� Pre-event features will include your corporate logo on all event-related materials, under the title of “Associate Sponsor” 
� Your logo on the DIAC webpages will be hyperlinked to any URL of your choice
� Your logo will be included in all remaining media adverts and marketing campaign as “Associate Sponsor”
� We will provide you with participating delegation, industry and media lists when they are ready
� Your logo will feature prominently on the stage backdrop under the title of “Associate Sponsor”
� Your logo will feature prominently on the conference book under the title of “Associate Sponsor”
� You will receive a half page for your advert in the conference book
� Your logo will feature on all event branding in the conference networking area where sponsors are included, such as on 

pop-ups, foam-boards, roll-ups, moonlight cubes, and the interview backdrop
� You will be allowed to bring in and position up to 3 roll-ups at your stand 
� Your role as “Associate Sponsor” will be acknowledged and appreciated by Master of Ceremony at the event
� You will be provided three complimentary passes

Gala Dinner Sponsor 
DIAC 2019 has only one, exclusive package for “Gala Dinner Sponsor.” The “Gala Dinner Sponsor” is designed 
to provide an opportunity to support an invitation only evening reception and formal dinner that hosts dozens 
of air force and air defense commanders, senior air force and air defense officers, policy experts, and industry 
partners at an upscale venue in the evening following the conference. The “Gala Dinner Sponsor” is able to 
project its brand before a high-density of key decision-makers from around the world, and raise its profile in 
unique and highly impactful ways. 
� Pre-event features will include your corporate logo on selected event-related materials, exclusively under the title of “Gala 

Dinner Sponsor” 
� Your logo on the DIAC webpages will be hyperlinked to any URL of your choice
� Your logo will be included in selected media adverts and marketing campaign as “Gala Dinner Sponsor”
� Your logo will feature prominently on the conference book under the title of “Gala Dinner Sponsor”
� Your logo will feature on selected event branding in the conference networking area where sponsors are included, such as on 

pop-ups, foam-boards, roll-ups, moonlight cubes, and the interview backdrop
� You will be allowed to bring in and position up to 3 roll-ups at the dinner gala venue
� Your role as “Gala Dinner Sponsor” will be acknowledged and appreciated by Master of Ceremony at the event
� You will be provided with three complimentary passes to conference and five invites to dinner and get your own designated 

table at dinner gala near VIP table



 Platinum Sponsor Gold Sponsor Associate Sponsor Gala Dinner Sponsor
 Complete High Low Complete
Pre-event features

Logo Size
 1.5 X size of   1.5 X size of   1.5 X smaller than   Same size as 

 Gold Sponsor Associate Sponsor Gold Sponsor  Associate Sponsor
Gold Sponsor Hyperlinked logo on website Yes Yes Yes Yes 
Inclusion in media adverts and marketing campaign Comprehensive Extensive Extensive Selective 
Inclusion in media blasts Comprehensive Extensive Extensive Selective 
One Customized Email Message  

Exclusively No No No
 

to Event Mailing List

Logo on Invitation Cards
 On Conference and  

No No
 On Gala Dinner 

 Gala Dinner Cards   Cards
Delegation lists Yes Yes No No
Media lists Yes Yes No No
Event features     

Logo Size 1.5 X size of   1.5 X size of   1.5 X smaller than   Same size as 
 Gold Sponsor Associate Sponsor Gold Sponsor Associate Sponsor 
Right to Provide Branded Lanyards Yes No No No
Logo on Delegate Badges Yes No No No
Logo on main backdrops Yes Yes Yes Yes
Logo on event branding in  

Comprehensive Extensive Yes Yes
conference networking area
Logo on main popup in conference networking area Yes Yes Yes Yes
Logo on interview pop-up in conference area Yes Yes Yes No
Logo in luncheon branding Yes Yes Yes No
Number of roll ups allowed 8 6 2 1
Logo on conference book Yes Yes Yes Yes
Advert in Conference book Double Page Single Page Half Page None
Media engagement support Exclusive No No No
Acknowledgement and  

Yes Yes Yes Yes
Thank you by Master of Ceremony
Right to present gift to Guest of  Exclusively  

No No
 Exclusively 

Honour in Ceremony at Conference   at Gala Dinner
Right to Offer Delegates Event Souvenir Yes Yes No Yes at Gala Dinner
Right to moderate session  Guaranteed  Subject to Availability No No
Opportunity for Thank You Remarks  

Exclusively No No No
at End of Conference (5mins)
Passes and Space     
Executive Room for Meetings Yes No No No
Complimentary Delegate Passes Conference+Dinner 7 5 3 3
Preferential seating at conference Yes Yes No No
Preferential seating at Gala Dinner (assigned table) Yes Yes No Yes
VIP Lounge Access and Seating 2 Persons 1 Person None No
Seating at VIP Table for Lunch and Gala Dinner 2 Persons 1 Person None No
Total passes 7 5 3 3
Exhibition Space 3mX2m 3mX2m 3mX2m None

Fully Inclusive rate in US$ 200,000 150,000 75,000 50,000

Sponsorship Level
Exclusivity

Sponsorship 
Packages
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